What happens when we die?

Percentage

I can …

Assess, using evidence, the pros
and cons of belief in god and
demonstrate an awareness of each
arguments flaws

84%

Include examples of all keywords
and expand on basic definitions

Prove it!

1) Does it make sense to believe in life after
death? Use evidence and objectively weigh up
the strengths and weaknesses of each
arguments flaws to come to a conclusion
2) ‘A rational person cannot believe there is an
afterlife’. To what extent do you agree with this
statement?

Express your opinion articulately and 3) ‘Fear of the unknown is the main reason people
clearly, using evidence, with a wellbelieve in life after death’. Do you agree?
structured argument and come to a
conclusion you can justify
4) ‘Life ends when we die’. To what extent do you
agree with this statement?

Explain in detail and justify whether
5) Evaluate whether you think most religions have
you think all religious beliefs about
the same ideas about what happens when we die
life after death are essentially the
same

Assess the evidence in favour of
and against belief in life after
death, including strengths and
weaknesses

72%

1) What are the flaws in the evidence for life
after death?

Present your arguments in a
2) Objectively, do you think it makes sense to
balanced and logical way and give a
believe in life after death?
conclusion that explains why it
does/does not make sense to believe
3) Is there any evidence for a non-religious person
in life after death
to believe in life after death?
Explain in detail how a funeral can
show beliefs in life after death

4) Explain how a funeral can show what a religion
believes about life after death

Use religious language and technical
terms accurately
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What happens when we die?

Percentage

I can …
Explain arguments for and against
belief in life after death

60%

Explain similarities and differences
between religious beliefs about life
after death

Assess which theory of life after
death/the soul fits most closely
with my personal beliefs and why

Explain different beliefs about the
soul

48%

Prove it!

1) Explain three arguments for and against there
being life after death. Refer to the bible,
mediums, near death experiences and ghosts
2) Explain three similarities and differences
between what two religions believe happen when
you die
3) Which beliefs about the soul and life after death
do you most agree with? Explain why
4) Explain in detail two beliefs about the soul. Give
a similarity and difference between them.
(Christian, Hindu, Aristotle, Plato)

Briefly explain what the soul is

1) Briefly summarise two ideas about the soul
(Christian, Hindu, Aristotle, Plato)

Explain briefly what happens at a
religious funeral

2) Give three actions from a Muslim funeral and
explain their meaning

Articulate your own opinion giving
reasons for your beliefs

Explain and give examples of how
religion might comfort a family of
someone who has died

3) Give three actions from a Hindu funeral and
explain their meaning
4) Give three reasons why people believe there is a
life after death
5) How does religion provide comfort when someone
has died? Give three ways
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What happens when we die?

Percentage

I can …

Prove it!

1) What is the definition of sorrow?
2) What is the definition of funeral?

Define key terms

3) What is the definition of purgatory?

36%

Explain your personal view on what
happens when we die

Give reasons people may or may not
believe in life after death

4) What do you think happens when we die?
5) List two reasons why people believe in life
after death
6) List two reasons why people do not believe
in life after death

Key Words:

Heaven
Hell
Grief
Sorrow
Purgatory
Soul
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